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EIKO s full line of products
certiﬁed by JIS protect your
vital records from destruction

Passed JIS two hours ﬁre resistant test
Passed TS-15 Tool-proof test
JIS certiﬁed product

Paint color［LGW80］

FEATURES
Burglary resistant performance

* This tool-proof test belongs to ﬁre resistant safe, not burglary resistant safe.

Passed TS-15 Tool-proof test
Most of safecrackers attempt Forced open a safe by using speciﬁc tools like crowbar and
metal cutting saw etc. for safe door in a short time. The test is conducted on the assumption
of the attacks such as cutting hinges and forced-open the door for 15 minutes.

Judgment

Safe door can not open and time of attack test is over 15 min.
* Time of attack does not include the time of preparing and changing tools, learning method of attacks and taking a rest.

Special construction for door
The construction lowers the heat from the gap of door and
prevents attacks directly to the locking bolt from forced-open
the door. It enhances the ﬁre and burglary resistant performance
comparing with similar grade of products.
Special construction type

General type

Fire resistant performance
Passed JIS two hours ﬁre resistant test
Passed Standard heating test in JIS and designed to maintain the
inner temperature less than 177℃ for two hours after ﬁre.

Judgment Fire resistant performance for general paper
・The inner temperature limit is less than 177℃.

・Newspaper inside safe does not have appreciable discoloration or deterioration
and they are legible.

JIS certiﬁed product
Under JIS Mark scheme, the audit and product test for all requirements of ﬁre resistant safes are carried out by
Accredit certiﬁcation Organization. Any products that satisﬁed the requirements are qualiﬁed to display JIS mark
and trustworthy.
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Combination Lock
This mechanical conventional locking system has been
widely used all over the world.

Digital Lock
5 personal codes of 1-10 digits can be registered.

Work with batteries

AA battery x 4 pcs.

Security lockout function
The lock will be frozen for a while when attempting wrong personal code more than 5 times.

Installed re-locking device

Automatic locking device

It will operate automatically if the dial lock is

This is a device to prevent the locking bolt from

forced-open by tools, and the door will remain ﬁrmly

coming out until you close the door.

closed.

When you turn the handle to open, the stopper works
and ﬁx the handle. Then, when you close, the door is
locked automatically.
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Multi Lock

Biometric ﬁngerprint lock, digital lock and
i-button key can be available. You can select
and use one favorite lock in these locks.
* It is not possible to use two locks at the same time.

Biometric Fingerprint Lock
Up to 10 ﬁngers can be registered
The ﬁngerprint recognition can read a
variety of information as sliding

I-Button Key
Up to 10 diﬀerent i-button keys
can be registered.
Up to 10 diﬀerent i-button keys can be

method. Up to 10 ﬁngers can be

registered and the door can open with

registered.

touching i-button reader.

* Just in case, we recommend registering two ﬁngers

* The lock system is available in case of injured the

each person.

ﬁnger or diﬃculty to be veriﬁed with ﬁngerprint lock.

Caution for ﬁngerprint

[OPTION]

In the following case, your ﬁngerprints may not allow to be registered or veriﬁed.
●

A ﬁnger with cut or scar

●

A wet ﬁnger

●

●

Very dry skin

i-button key

Indistinct because of dirt or rubbing

Digital Lock

Other function

Register 10 personal codes

Simple operation with sound and light.

10 diﬀerent codes of 1-10 digits

Fingerprint reader has LED and electronic keypad has

can be registered.

backlights to operate in dark place. Sound and lights will

* The lock system is available in case of injured the

lead you the operation.

ﬁnger or diﬃculty to be veriﬁed with ﬁngerprint lock.

Security lockout function
The lock will be frozen for a while
when attempting wrong personal
code more than 5 times.

Work with batteries

AA battery x 4 pcs.

This lock system works with only 4 pcs of AA batteries.
Sound will advise you to replace the batteries.
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NCS series

JIS certiﬁed product

Combination Lock

NCS-10

NCS-30

NCS-40

NCS-20ER

NCS-30ER

NCS-40ER

NCS-10YET

NCS-20YET

NCS-30YET

NCS-40YET

Common speciﬁcations
Outside Dimensions：
Ｗ564ｘＤ607ｘＨ700(mm)
Inside Dimensions：
Ｗ360ｘＤ330ｘＨ475(mm)
Weight：190㎏
Capacity：56ℓ
Accessories：1 shelf, 1 drawer
* Inside dimensions for drawer：
Ｗ297ｘＤ260ｘＨ77(mm)

Common speciﬁcations
Outside Dimensions：
Ｗ724ｘＤ657ｘＨ870(mm)
Inside Dimensions：
Ｗ520ｘＤ380ｘＨ645(mm)
Weight：292㎏
Capacity：127ℓ
Accessories：2 shelves, 1 drawer
* Inside dimensions for drawer：
Ｗ459ｘＤ292ｘＨ80(mm)

Common speciﬁcations
Outside Dimensions：
Ｗ724ｘＤ657ｘＨ1,200(mm)
Inside Dimensions：
Ｗ520ｘＤ380ｘＨ975(mm)
Weight：382㎏
Capacity：192ℓ
Accessories：2 shelves, 1 drawer
* Inside dimensions for drawer：
Ｗ459ｘＤ292ｘＨ80(mm)

Common speciﬁcations
Outside Dimensions：
Ｗ724ｘＤ657ｘＨ1,530(mm)
Inside Dimensions：
Ｗ520ｘＤ380ｘＨ1,305(mm)
Weight：465㎏
Capacity：257ℓ
Accessories：3 shelves, 1 drawer
* Inside dimensions for drawer：
Ｗ459ｘＤ292ｘＨ80(mm)

Digital Lock

NCS-10ER

NCS-20

(5 codes can be registered)

Multi Lock

Height of inside dimensions includes height of drawer 117mm for NCS-10 and 120mm for NCS-20~40.

